
Joanne Sharpe’s
Whimsical words and 

watercolor sketchbooks

Watercolor and Lettering
Student experience level: 

All Skill Levels

joannesharpe.com

friday, 
april 12

9:30am - 4:30PM

941-747-2995
keetonsonline.com
817 Manatee Ave W
Bradenton, FL 34205

$75 per
student

Let your art speak!  From the pages of Joanne Sharpe’s art journals and 
sketchbooks, explore playful lettering making, loose watercolor techniques and 
simple sketching to capture the essence everyday life with illustrated words.  
Create a 16 page handmade sketchbook of illuminated words and artful lettering 
with expressive painting methods and pen and ink, drawing titles, words, quotes 
and reflections. Master dynamic page layouts and pleasing compositions learning 
12 original, hand drawn and painted art fonts unique to your own writing style, 
perfect for a sketchbook practice or travel journaling.  This is the class is for 
everyone, if you love or even despise your own handwriting!  Joanne will gift each 
participant an exclusive inspirational lettering booklet of her artful fonts and 
favorite quotes. You’ll be flipping through your own sketchbook pages with great 
pride and a new confidence for illustrating words and sentiments in your artfully 
inspired life! 

all art supplies available for 
purchase in our retail store
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Supply list

1 sheet- 22”x30”, 140lb cold press, watercolor paper (Arches 
available at Keetons or Fabriano),Canson XL Mixed Media 
7”x10” sketchbook, Platinum Carbon Ink Pen*, fine tip 
waterproof black pens like Micron or Pitt pens, pan set of 
your favorite watercolor paints (Joanne uses Daniel Smith), 
Pentel Aquash water brush MEDIUM,  #4 and #8 round 
watercolor brush, pencil and eraser, bone folder, Tombow Dual 
Brush marker color #N75 and #992.  Instructor will provide 
bookbinding materials.
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